Godfather II Co-op
Compound Defender


Genre 
3rd person shooter/ co-op territory capture game

Number of players 
2-4

Describe the game. 
You begin the game in a compound with a human ally.  Enemy AI is spawning endlessly in the 4 buildings beyond the compound and mounting an assault.  To win, you must take back the 4 buildings beyond your compound and end the spawning of enemies.  If your compound is overrun and you let the enemies bomb a gas main you lose.  To do this you will use the don’s view to assign spawn positions for your allies. The more buildings you have in your possession the faster spawns will occur (for both you and enemy AI). Optionally, you may collect crew members from around your compound to help you increase your firepower and discover alternative routes to buildings using their CSA abilities.  Choosing which buildings to take first may alter your strategy as each building contains a racket that will offer your team a permanent buff.  But beware, rackets are also full of enemies that you may not be ready to release.

What’s the hook? 
It has become your job to work together to defend the very compound you attack in the single player game.  Play with a friend, use the tools you would in the single player game, and learn intimately the very compound you may be struggling with in the single player game.

How does the game play? 
Fast paced shooting action with some resource management and attack strategies.  This mode will be very hard and will be failed far more often than won.  “Wow moments” will occur when players discover the buff a particular building offers, a special route available to certain crew members and even where to find particular crew members.  Strategy will come in the moment to moment placement of your soldier spawns to help you guard or attack from your compound and acquired buildings.  More strategy will come from the routes you choose to take through the map and the order with which you take back the buildings to gain buffs for your allies.

What are similar games?
Rainbow 6 (Terrorist Hunt) – Cooperatively kill waves of AI bad guys
Battlefield – Capture control points
Command and Conquer - Buy soldiers to reinforce your base
Freedom Fighters – Lead soldiers and chose your path to give your team different buffs

How is the game unique? 
Act like a mobster, think like a Don…                      
                                                                    …cooperatively.

Why are you making this game? 
In the Godfather game, one of the best experiences was the battle for the compounds.  The Godfather II is an awesome blend of strategy and 3rd person shooter.  The planned versus mode of Godfather II is aiming to be a class based shooter with a Don for each team leading the fight.  It seems that the best way to create something that highlights this strength of the first game without competing with the existing features of the current game is to create a cooperative option that would allow players to learn the compounds from the inside out. 


What do you want to learn from making the game? 
Anyone can mod unreal, everybody does that in their free time.  I’m lucky enough to have a job at a game company where they make an engine.  If I mod this, my work strengthens my hobby and vice versa.  Multiplayer level design, better understanding of the engine, enemy AI use, team leadership, game project management; these are all the types of things I hope to learn.

Are you going to be working with other people to make this game? If so, then who?
The team will be a very small, secret club of designers with too much ambition, curiosity and free time to be content with their assigned work.  No work will be done on the clock and no designs will be shared until all agree results have been achieved. 

Possibilities
Perhaps throw down a spread and use single player game money to make a friendly bet with your partner to make things interesting:
Most kills?
Least deaths?
Most captures?
Double or nothing?

Questions 
A list of things to learn is probably worth a document of its own and once compiled is  likely something we should keep handy throughout our days at work to see if we can spark conversation that will get us answers we can use on our time off.

